In his book [2] , Pyatetskii-Shapiro describes representations of classical domains as certain "fibrations" over their boundary components. The fibers are quasi-symmetric Siegel domains of the second kind [3] . Professor Kobayashi asked "how symmetric" these fibers are, or more precisely, he asked for totally geodesic directions in the fiber. The object of this paper is to determine at least a totally geodesic submanifold of the fiber, and it turns out to be complex. As the fibers over different points are analytically equivalent, we consider one particular fiber. The general calculation below holds for a reductive homogeneous submanifold through the base point of a symmetric space. Then we specify the second fundamental form of the fiber for the case of the Siegel disk (domain of type III) {Z e M(p, C)\ ι Z = Z,I P -Z*Z > 0}. For the domain of type I, {Z eM(p, q, C)\I q -Z*Z > 0}, p > q, and the domain of type II, {ZeM(p, C)fZ = -Z, I p -Z*Z > 0}, the calculations are similar, so we just point out some of the changes ( § 6). Since the case of a zero-dimensional boundary component is trivial, we consider only positive-dimensional boundary components. For lack of space-time, we have not yet considered the domain of type IV.
Finally, we prove that, in the above cases, the Bergman metric of the domain induces (up to a constant) the Bergman metric of the fiber. In proving that, we also have to describe the fiber as a Siegel domain of the second kind and compute Satake's mappings R and T. We include a proof that the fiber is in fact quasi-symmetric, since the proof is easy when we have the mappings R and T. (For a general proof see Ch. V, § 5 of a forthcoming book by Satake about algebraic structures on symmetric domains). The Siegel domains in the cases of domains of type I, II, III are defined over the cones of positive-definite matrices with entries in complex numbers, quaternions and real numbers, respectively.
The author is indebted to Professor S. Kobayashi and Professor I. Satake for discussions and hints. §2. The Siegel disk
We consider the following classical domain, where 1 < p e Z:
where M(p, C) is the set of p x p complex matrices, ί is transpose, * is adjoint and l v is the identity matrix. The automorphism group of 9 P is G = {g e G£(2p, C)\< g Ja = Λ, 9*H o g = H Q } , where
The Lie algebra of G is Pyatetskii-Shapiro puts this in Siegel domain form as follows: Set t = U 22 , z = 2U n , u = U 12 , v = V 12 ( e M(s, r, C) ), and
Finally, let Ω be the cone of s X s hermitian positive definite matrices. Then L t (u, v) is C-linear in u, i?-linear in v, and L t (u, v) -L£v, u) is purely imaginary, where conjugation is *. The realization Q)f is then the Siegel domain of the third kind given by L t and Ω, i.e. 
is an isomorphism. where Γ o^ is the tangent space at 0, and 
We must decompose Y relative to ϊ and p in order to use (1), and we claim
where a is the involution on G.
Proof, a) The map g 9 Y »-> Y e {vector fields on S} is C-linear, for = TΓ* oi2^(Y), where TΓ : G -> G/K is the natural map and R g : G -» G is right translation by ^ e G. b) Using (1), we have 
LEMMA 1. For X, Yem, we have a(X, Y) = 0 if and only if [σX,Y] + [σY,X]eθm.

Proof. We have
\L±±X, ^-^Y\ = h[X, Y] -σ[X, Y]} + \{[σX, Y] -[X, σY]} «[Z, Γ]) + h[σX, Y] + [σY,X]} , 2 4
and since Θ([X, Y]) e^g 0 = 0ϊ ϋ + θm = ίm, the lemma follows. q.e.d.
We now calculate the condition for a(X, Y) to be zero in our concrete case 2 = <3f. The involution σ(g) = H s gH^ and m are described in §2. Then we can calculate the null-space N a : = {X\a(X,Y) -OyYem} of a. In Lemma 2, Z 24 , Y 24 e M(r, s, C), and we must find those P e M(r, s, C) for which P ι Q + QΨ = 0 vQ e M(r, 5, C). Let {£y be the standard basis for M(r, s, C), and write P = 2 P,^. Then 0 = P1 Λ *P = Σ P λμ E λμ E ίs + Σ E, s P Xμ E μX = 2 Pyί?,. + Σ P«ί?. a = 2P eί ί7 8! + \ s E λε + Σ P iβ £? βi . We see P = 0, so X e N a if and only if X 24 = 0, i.e. Proof. It only remains to prove that S is complex. In §2 we described the complex structure j Q . Transforming to our representation & ( p s) , we have that the complex structure is given by
where M is given in §2. Since where j here acts on a typical element of ΘN a , we see jθN a = θN a . By  [1] , p. 261, we see that the totally geodesic submanifold S of 2 is a complex submanifold. Since it follows by the earlier argument that S = S, we are done.
q.e.d. §5. The Bergmann metric on V Q
Since V Qy being a Siegel domain of the second kind, is equivalent to a bounded domain, we have a Bergman metric on V o . This metric was computed in [4] for the case of a quasi-symmetric irreducible Siegel domain, and V o is such a space. On the other hand, @ p is also a bounded domain, and has its own Bergman metric. The purpose of this section is to show PROPOSITION 
The Bergman metric on @ p induces (up to a constant) the Bergman metric on V Q , and V Q is a quasi-symmetric irre-ducible Siegel domain of the second kind ([2], [3], [4]).
Remark.
Since the stability group of G o is U(r) x 0(5) (see §2), hence not irreducible, the proposition is not immediate. That V Q is quasi-symmetric and irreducible is of course known.
Proof. 1) First we compute the induced metric. We again write G and G (s) etc., just as in §2. For the Cartan decomposition g = ϊ + p, we have that the Killing form is and this is the Bergman metric on @ v (restricted to T Q @ P ~ p). The transformation between g and g 2) The description of V o as a quasi-symmetric domain is as follows, using terminology from We have to check the quasi-symmetry condition T x F(u, v) = F(R x u, v) Writing (exp tX)Ό = (z t ,u t ), we have on the other hand, using the equivalence of different expressions for points in Q)f (see § 2): [ 4 ] Zelow (Lundquist), R., On the geometry of quasi-symmetric domains, (to appear).
